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Guest Editorial
Annotation-Efficient Deep Learning:
The Holy Grail of Medical Imaging

I. INTRODUCTION

ANNOTATION-EFFICIENT deep learning refers to meth-
ods and practices that yield high-performance deep learn-

ing models without the use of massive carefully labeled
training datasets. This paradigm has recently attracted attention
from the medical imaging research community because (1)
it is difficult to collect large, representative medical imaging
datasets given the diversity of imaging protocols, imaging
devices, and patient populations, (2) it is expensive to acquire
accurate annotations from medical experts even for moderately
sized medical imaging datasets, and (3) it is infeasible to adapt
data-hungry deep learning models to detect and diagnose rare
diseases whose low prevalence hinders data collection.

The challenge of annotation-efficient deep learning has
been approached from various angles in the medical imaging
literature; however, the relevant publications are scattered
across numerous sources and there exist many gaps that
require further research. This issue addresses these deficiencies
by presenting a collection of state-of-the-art research articles
spanning the major topics of annotation-efficient deep learn-
ing, which are diagrammed in Figure 1.

The call for papers attracted significant interest from the
medical imaging community. A total of 101 manuscripts were
submitted and 32 were finally accepted for publication. The
submissions were subjected to a rigorous review process, in
which each manuscript was refereed by 3 to 6 experts in the
field and underwent typically two rounds of revision. Figure 2
graphs the number of accepted manuscripts related to each
topic and its subtopics. Most of the articles fall in the cate-
gories of leveraging unannotated data and utilizing annotations
efficiently. The most popular subtopics include zero/few-shot
learning, domain adaptation, learning from weak and noisy
labels, and synthetic data augmentation. In the remainder
of this editorial, we will first categorize and summarize the
articles and then highlight potential opportunities for future
research. For this editorial to be self-contained, we list all
articles included in this Special Issue in the appendix and refer
to each of them with “A” followed by its item number.

II. ACQUIRING ANNOTATIONS EFFICIENTLY

Active learning and interactive segmentation are two com-
mon practices for acquiring annotations in a budget-efficient
manner. The former determines which data samples should
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Fig. 1. Overview of the topics covered in this Special Issue on annotation-
efficient deep learning.

Fig. 2. Number of articles related to each of the (a) four major topics
and (b) all subtopics.

be annotated, while the latter shortens the annotation session.
The two approaches are complementary, and they enable
substantial reductions in annotation time and cost.
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A. Active Learning

Active learning aims to select the most informative and
representative samples for experts to annotate, thereby min-
imizing the total number of samples that must be annotated
to train performant models. The effectiveness of an active
learning method largely depends on its criteria for determining
the informativeness and representativeness of an unlabeled
sample. The more uncertain the sample’s prediction, the more
information its label offers. Minimizing the number of anno-
tated samples requires that the labeled samples be distinct
from one another. Therefore, uncertainty and diversity are two
natural metrics for informativeness and representativeness [1],
[2], upon which the two articles featured in this Special Issue
present two methods. Nath et al. [A1] argue that duplicating
uncertain samples in the labeled training dataset helps decrease
the overall model uncertainty, and they regulate the amount of
duplication based on mutual information between data pairs of
the training and unlabeled pool. Mahapatra et al. [A2] propose
a self-supervised method for training a classifier to select
informative samples based on saliency maps that embody both
uncertainty and diversity.

B. Interactive Segmentation

Smart interactive segmentation tools play an essential role
in reducing the manual burden of producing high-quality
annotated data. In this Special Issue, two teams have made
advances in this topic. Ma et al. [A3] explore the use of
boundary-aware multiagent reinforcement learning to inter-
actively and iteratively refine 3-D image segmentations. The
approach can combine different types of user interactions,
such as point clicks and scribbles, via an efficient “super-
voxel-clicking” design. Feng et al. [A4] investigate few-shot
learning to arrive at better medical image segmentation using
only limited supervision. The approach has the potential to
reduce the annotation burden and fix some common issues in
few-shot learning methods by enabling the user to make minor
corrections interactively.

III. LEARNING WITH LIMITED ANNOTATIONS

The ability to analyze medical images with little or no train-
ing data is highly desirable. For example, Huang et al. [A5]
present an unsupervised deep learning method for multi-
contrast MR image registration, using a coarse-to-fine net-
work architecture consisting of affine coarse and deformable
fine transformations to achieve end-to-end registration.
Huang et al. [A6] suggest an image denosing method based
on unsupervised learning, which disentangles image and noise
content without requiring paired noisy and normal images. For
the task of semantic segmentation, compiling large-scale (non-
synthetic) medical image datasets with pixel-level annotations
is time-consuming and often prohibitively expensive, and it
may be impossible to balance all the relevant classes in the
training set. Although semi-supervised approaches aim to relax
the level of supervision to bounding boxes and image-level
tags, these models still require copious training samples and
are prone to suboptimal performance on unseen classes.

A. Zero/Few-Shot Learning

By contrast, the few-shot learning paradigm attempts to
utilize a few annotated “support” samples to learn repre-
sentations of unseen classes, denoted “query” samples. The
few-shot learning paradigm was initially focused on classi-
fication and later applied to segmentation. In the context of
volumetric ultrasound segmentation, Al Chanti et al. [A7]
introduce a decremental update of the objective function
to guide model convergence in the absence of copious
annotated data. Their update strategy switches from weakly
supervised training to a few-shot setting. Also in the con-
text of volumetric segmentation, in this case of the heart,
Wang et al. [A8] propose a few-shot learning framework
that combines ideas from semi-supervised learning and self-
training. The key to their success lies in cascaded learning;
specifically, in the selection and evolution of high-quality
pseudo labels produced by an auto-encoder network that learns
shape priors. Feng et al. [A4] introduce interactive learning
into the few-shot learning strategy for image segmentation.
In their approach, an expert indicates error regions as an
error mask that corrects the predicted segmentation mask from
which the network learns to produce better segmentations.
Paul et al. [A9] propose a zero-shot learning strategy for the
diagnosis of chest radiographs, leveraging multiview semantic
embedding and incorporating self-training to deal with noisy
labels. Cui et al. [A10] propose a unified framework for
generalized low-shot medical image segmentation that deals
both with data scarcity and lack of annotations, which is
the case for rare diseases. Using distance metric learning,
their model learns a multimodal mixture representation for
each category and effectively avoids overfitting the extremely
limited data.

Finally, a recent trend in image segmentation is com-
bining traditional model-based contour segmentation meth-
ods with deep learning methods to accrue the benefits of
both approaches [3]. Accordingly, Lu et al. [A11] formulate
anatomy segmentation as a contour evolution process, using
Active Contour Models whose evolution is governed by graph
convolutional networks. The model requires only one labeled
image exemplar and supports human-in-the loop editing. Their
one-shot learning scheme leverages additional unlabeled data
through loss functions that measure the global shape and
appearance consistency of the contours.

IV. UTILIZING ANNOTATIONS EFFICIENTLY

Acquiring additional strongly annotated data is arguably the
best approach to improving deep learning models, but this
practice may not always be feasible due to limited budgets
or shortages of medical expertise. Consequently, one may
resort to using annotations that are cheaper or faster to obtain.
The resulting weak and noisy annotations require proper
learning methodologies (Section IV-A). Another approach to
this challenge is to leverage related annotated datasets, which
can increase the effective size of training sets (Section IV-B).
Synthetic data augmentation (Section IV-C) is yet another
popular approach by which the training sets are amplified by
creating artificial examples and corresponding annotations.
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A. Learning From Weak or Noisy Labels

Enabling learning from weak or noisy labels can be espe-
cially useful for medical imaging as the collection of quality
labels is time-consuming, cumbersome, and often requires
expert knowledge. This was one of the most popular top-
ics of this Special Issue, probably due to the availability
of weak or noisy labels that are routinely recorded during
clinical workflows, such as measurements taken by clinicians
(e.g., RECIST) or image-level labels provided in clinical
reporting. Authors have addressed the topic by exploiting
both “weak” labels (e.g., image-level labels [4] instead of
pixel/voxel-wise labels) or “noisy” labels transferred from
other modalities, and demonstrated promise by effectively
combining supervision from such weak or noisy signals to
train medical imaging models.

The research direction most investigated in this Special
Issue is the utilization of weak image-level labels. For exam-
ple, Liu et al. [A12] employ a self-supervised attention mech-
anism to learn from image-level labels for pediatric bone age
assessment. Ouyang et al. [A13] exploit weak supervision
from image-level labels to train abnormality localization mod-
els for chest X-ray diagnosis. Tardy and Mateus [A14] use
image-level labels from mammography to detect abnormalities
in a weakly self-supervised fashion. Wang et al. [A15] com-
bine weakly supervised and semi-supervised learning to train
models from both image-level and densely labeled images.
Both attention guidance and multiple-instance learning are uti-
lized to effectively learn from both types of annotated data for
the purposes of adenocarcinoma prediction in abdominal CT.
Another interesting research direction is presented by Zhao
and Yin [A16], who explore the use of point annotations for
weakly supervised cell segmentation in microscopy images.
Using one point per cell, they train segmentation models that
perform comparably to models trained on dense annotation
maps. The utilization of noisy labels is explored by Ding
et al. [A17], who use weak-supervision for automated vessel
detection in ultra wide-field fundus images. They exploit
a deep neural network pretrained on a different imaging
modality, fluorescein angiography, together with multimodel
registration to iteratively train their model and simultaneously
refine the registration.

B. Leveraging Heterogeneous Datasets

Another promising approach to mitigating annotation costs
in medical imaging is to leverage multiple heterogeneous
datasets. These datasets might have been acquired for other
purposes, but they can be combined to build more robust mod-
els. Two articles explore this approach. Yan et al. [A18] train a
lesion detection ensemble from multiple heterogeneous lesion
datasets in a multitask approach (their test dataset, including
manually annotated 3-D lesions in CT, has been publicly
released). The ensemble is utilized for proposal fusion and
missing annotations are mined from partially labeled datasets
to improve the overall detection sensitivity. Li et al. [A19]
exploit intra-domain and inter-domain knowledge to improve
cardiac segmentation models. They evaluate their method on a
multimodality dataset, demonstrating improvements over pre-
vious semi-supervised and domain adaptation methods. Both

articles are promising with regard to the future development
of AI models because it is natural to combine information
about human anatomy acquired for different purposes. These
approaches may be able to leverage features across datasets in
order to build more powerful and robust models, as well as to
reduce drastically the cost of curating task-specific datasets.

C. Synthetic Data Augmentation

Synthetic data augmentation aims to generate artificial yet
realistic-looking images, thereby enabling the construction
of large and diverse datasets. This practice is particularly
desirable for organ segmentation where acquiring large labeled
datasets is expensive and time-consuming and, even more
importantly, for lesion segmentation where data collection is
hindered by the low prevalences of underlying diseases and
conditions. This Special Issue features five articles demon-
strating that the addition of synthetic data to real data either
improves segmentation performance or enables a compara-
ble level of performance while reducing the need for real
annotated data. These articles cover various medical imaging
modalities, including MR scans, CT scans, ultrasound images,
microscopic images, and retinal images. The proposed meth-
ods differ in the training data required to synthesize images
and their corresponding segmentation masks. Relying on vari-
ants of the CycleGAN, three articles exploit image synthesis
for the task of image segmentation but take different measures
to circumvent the use of segmentation masks from the target
domain. Specifically, Gilbert et al. [A20] use a preexisting
3-D shape model of the heart, Wang et al. [A21] require
segmentation masks from a domain only related to the target
domain, and Yao et al. [A22] rely on a handcrafted model to
generate synthetic COVID lesions. The other two articles do
require segmentation masks from the desired domain in order
to generate synthetic data. In particular, Liu et al. [A23] gener-
ate synthetic segmentation masks through an active appearance
model, which is trained using segmentation masks from the
target domain, and Guo et al. [A24] rely on brain atlases,
which makes their method suitable for applications where
high-quality atlases are available for training. Despite the
promising performances of the aforementioned methods, the
requirement for atlases or shape and appearance models of
the target diseases or organs may limit the applicability.

V. LEVERAGING UNANNOTATED DATA

Unannotated images contain a wealth of knowledge that
can be leveraged in various settings, such as self-supervised
learning (Section V-A) and unsupervised domain adaptation
(Section V-B). The former utilizes unannotated data to pretrain
the model weights, whereas the latter leverages unannotated
data from a target domain to mitigate the distribution shifts
between the training and test datasets.

A. Self-Supervised Learning

Self-supervised learning has recently gained prominence for
its capacity to learn generalizable and transferable represen-
tations without the use of any expert annotation. The idea
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is to pretrain models on pretext tasks (e.g., rotation [5],
inpainting [6], and contrasting [7]), where supervisory signals
are automatically derived directly from the unlabeled data
themselves (avoiding expert annotation costs), and then fine-
tune (transfer) the pretrained models in a supervised manner so
as to achieve annotation efficiency for the target tasks (e.g.,
segmenting organs and localizing diseases). Self-supervised
learning often leverages the underlying structures and intrinsic
properties of the unlabeled data, a feature that is particularly
attractive in medical imaging. To take advantage of the spe-
cial property of pathology, Koohbanani et al. [A25] design
pathology-specific pretext tasks and demonstrate annotation
efficiency for the target domain in the small data regime.
To exploit the semantics of anatomical patterns embedded in
medical images, Haghighi et al. [A26] pretrain their model
using chest CT and demonstrate its cross-domain capability
to contrast-enhanced CT and MRI. They further show that,
as an add-on strategy, their method complements existing
self-supervised methods (e.g., inpainting [6], context restora-
tion [8], rotation [5], and models genesis [9], [10]), thus
boosting performance.

B. Domain Adaptation

Deep learning models struggle to generalize when the
target domain exhibits a data distribution shift with respect
to the source dataset used for training. This challenge is
even more pronounced in the field of medical imaging
where variations in ethnicities, scanner devices, and imaging
protocols lead to large data distribution shifts. Unsupervised
domain adaption has emerged as an effective approach to
improving the tolerance of deep learning models to the
distribution shifts in medical imaging datasets. The Special
Issue features six articles on this topic. Mobiny et al. [A27]
tackle the distribution shift through an episodic training
strategy where the training data of each episode are generated
so as to mimic a distribution shift with respect to the
original training dataset. Xing et al. [A28] enhance detection
performance on the target dataset using a bidirectional GAN
and pseudo-generated labels. The other four articles improve
the CycleGAN in domain adaptation. Tomczak et al. [A29]
include auxiliary segmentation and reconstruction tasks. Ju
et al. [A30] exercise consistency regularization during training.
Tomar et al. [A31] introduce a self-attentive spatial normal-
ization block in the generator networks. Koehler et al. [A32]
use task-specific probabilities to focus the attention of
the transformation module on more relevant regions. In
these articles, domain adaptation is leveraged for various
applications, including reorienting MR images, staining
unstained white blood cell images, cross-modality heart
chamber segmentation between unpaired MR and CT scans,
nucleus detection in cross-modality microscopy images, lung
nodule detection in cross-protocol CT datasets, and various
medical vision applications in cross-domain retinal imaging.

VI. RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES

It was inspiring to see the numerous submissions to this
Special Issue and the quality of the accepted manuscripts.
However, there remain unanswered questions and unaddressed
issues that offer many enticing research opportunities.

A. Quantifying Annotation Efficiency

Annotations generally refer to the ground truth information
that is used in training, validating, and testing models. In
medical imaging, this information is mostly provided (sub-
jectively) by experts, but it may also derive from objective
conditions obtained through tests (e.g., the malignancy of a
tumor) and from medical concepts (diseases and conditions)
automatically extracted from clinical notes and diagnostic
reports. In a broader sense in self-supervised learning, it could
also be a part of the data that are to be predicted based on
other parts of the data or the original data that are to be
restored from their transformed versions [10]. Annotations can
be acquired at the patient, image, and pixel levels. Therefore,
they require different levels of effort/cost and offer different
levels of semantics/power as supervisory signals in training
models. With regard to annotation, Method A is said to be
more efficient than Method B if, compared with Method B,
Method A (1) achieves better performance with equal annota-
tion cost, (2) offers equal performance with lower annotation
cost, or (3) provides equal performance with equal annotation
cost, but reduces the training time. Currently, the prevailing
literature generally assumes the same annotation cost for each
and every sample (e.g., patient, image, or lesion), but costs
could vary dramatically from one sample to another. It is
also important to understand the trade-off between annotation
cost and supervisory power in different settings. For example,
for proton therapy, a few lesions with carefully delineated
masks may have more supervisory power than many lesions
coarsely bounded by boxes. There is a need for new concepts,
algorithms, and tools to analyze annotation efficiency across
different contexts.

B. Annotating Patients Efficiently

This matter is essential to medical image analysis, and
resolving it can greatly accelerate the development of deep
learning models. The Special Issue offers only four articles
on this topic, leaving it under-investigated. In particular,
the two articles on active learning primarily focus on the
tasks of image segmentation and classification, leaving other
important tasks such as lesion detection largely unexplored.
This application bias is not peculiar; in fact, it applies to
the entire medical imaging literature as well. It could be due
to the fact that finding an optimal set of samples that are
informative and representative is inherently difficult [11], [12].
With regard to interactive segmentation, the issue features
two articles with promising task-specific solutions. However,
generic interactive segmentation tools remain difficult to build
for medical imaging applications. The type of user interactions
employed (points, scribbles, bounding boxes, polygons, etc.)
is often based on the targeted anatomy, which tends to hinder
generalization to new anatomical structures. Building more
comprehensive datasets with which to train general-purpose
interactive models on several target anatomies and/or imaging
modalities may be a good way forward. It would be desirable
to develop tools that integrate active learning with interactive
segmentation, as active learning can select the most important
samples for annotation while interactive segmentation can
shorten the annotation session for each sample. Active learning
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also may be embedded within interactive segmentation to
suggest which parts of the image should be segmented next,
thereby further accelerating the annotation process. Such tools
will prove to be not only valuable for clinical purposes but
also indispensable for building massive, strongly annotated
datasets—essential infrastructure for research, without which
the annotation efficiency of a method can hardly be quantita-
tively determined or benchmarked.

C. Learning by Zero/Few Shots
A majority of the articles contained in this Special Issue

focus on zero- or few-shot learning for medical image clas-
sification and segmentation, reflecting the eagerness in the
community to progress beyond data-intensive machine learn-
ing methods. The promise of this technology is especially
appealing in the healthcare domain where the collection of
large and varied annotated datasets is difficult and sometimes
hindered by regulations, a problem that is aggravated when
studying rare diseases for which the acquisition of training
examples becomes even more difficult. In future research,
it may be beneficial to consider the use of multimodality
information in designing few-shot learning methods. One
could force the embeddings learned from multiple modalities
(e.g., X-rays, CT, MRI, and reports) to be matched in a
shared space, thereby encouraging collaborative learning via
joint- and cross-supervision. Furthermore, analogous to the
saying that training to identify counterfeit currency begins
with studying genuine money, an effective approach to zero-
or few-shot learning for diagnosing diseases and abnormal
conditions in medical imaging could begin with learning dense
(normal) anatomical embeddings. Successful zero- and few-
shot learning will bring us closer to human abilities, i.e.,
a clinician learning to identify/diagnose certain diseases by
studying just a few textbook examples.

D. Synthesizing Annotations
Artificially generating realistic-looking images with associ-

ated ground truth information helps relieve laborious human
annotation and facilitates the creation of large datasets. This is
particularly attractive for image segmentation where acquiring
carefully delineated masks is tedious and time-consuming as
well as for localization, where collecting rare diseases and
conditions is challenging. Hand-crafted or trained generative
models have proven to be powerful in creating “realistic”
images and videos. Nevertheless, for the purposes of medical
imaging, special attention and care must be given to potential
artifacts. Embedding physiological and anatomical knowledge
as well as the physical principles of imaging modalities into
the synthesis process may prove to be critical.

E. Innovating Architectures
Recent advances in network architecture design and search

have been proved successful in natural language processing
and computer vision. However, it is not clear whether these
new architectures are more annotation-efficient than their pre-
decessors. For instance, Tan and Le [13] show that transformer
architectures [14] as well as a new family of efficient models,

called EfficientNet v2.0, benefit from a significantly larger ver-
sion of ImageNet, which raises concerns about the annotation
efficiency of new architectures. Further research is required to
study the annotation efficiency of such models, particularly
in the context of medical imaging. It would be intriguing
to investigate if, by reducing the need for annotated data,
annotation-efficient methods can engender new architectural
advancements. For instance, Caron et al. [15] demonstrate that
self-supervised training is effective in reducing the amount of
annotated visual data required to train transformers. It is worth
studying how such recent architectural advancements benefit
from other annotation-efficient paradigms in the context of
medical imaging. Although the medical imaging community
tends to adopt deep architectures developed for computer
vision, given the differences between medical and natural
images, to maximize annotation utilization [16]–[18], it would
be worth designing or automatically searching for network
architectures that exploit the particular opportunities of med-
ical imaging for annotation efficiency [19]. It would be fasci-
nating to explore and develop new computing architectures and
paradigms (e.g., quantum computing) for annotation efficiency
in medical imaging.

F. Exploiting Clinical Information

Medical concepts (diseases and conditions) extractable from
clinical notes and reports may be capitalized as (weak) patient-
level annotation [4]. Indeed, natural language processing
(NLP) has already been utilized to harvest image-level annota-
tions from diagnostic reports in order to build medical imaging
datasets and used to develop machine learning models [20],
but the vast resources of clinical notes and diagnostic reports
that are available in electronic health records of hospital
systems have yet to be fully mined and well utilized. Learning
representations jointly from both images and texts (clinical
notes and diagnostic reports) will likely be a very active area
of research in the near future, although patient privacy and
other regulatory constraints must be carefully considered [21].

G. Integrating Data and Annotation
From Multiple Sources

Datasets created at different institutions tend to be annotated
differently even when addressing the same clinical issue. There
remains a need for learning methods that can seamlessly
integrate data and annotation from different sources. Federated
learning (FL) has recently emerged as an effective solution
for addressing the growing concerns about data privacy when
integrating data and annotation from different providers. FL
trains a model using data from various sites without breaching
patient privacy and other regulations [22], thereby making
more data available for AI model development. FL has yet to
seamlessly handle the unavoidable heterogeneity of data across
different sites. Semi-supervised [23] and unsupervised/self-
supervised [24] approaches have already been successfully
used in the context of FL. Nevertheless, it will be interesting to
see how other annotation-efficient methods can be combined
with FL as well as how FL and other methods that integrate
data and annotation from multiple sources can relieve the
annotation burden.
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H. Mining Common Knowledge
Currently, the dominant approach in deep learning—

supervised learning—offers expert-level and sometimes even
super-expert-level performance. Models trained via supervised
learning have also demonstrated remarkable capacity in knowl-
edge transfer across domains [25], [26], but at their core, they
are trained to be “specialists” [27] on (target) tasks that can be
annotated by experts. There are many diseases and conditions
in medical imaging as well as common medical knowledge
that can hardly be annotated even by willing experts. Self-
supervised learning has proven to be promising in training
models to be “generalists” on various pretext tasks so as to
reduce expert annotation effort on target tasks. Typically, the
semantics of expert-provided annotation is strong but narrow
(task-specific), while that of machine-generated annotation in
self-supervised learning is weak but general. Fundamental
to annotation efficiency is learning common generalizable
knowledge. Therefore, self-supervised learning will inevitably
overtake supervised learning in extracting generalizable and
transferable knowledge; i.e., self-supervised representation
learning followed by (supervised) transfer learning is poised
to become the most practical paradigm toward annotation effi-
ciency. This is particularly true for medical imaging, because
medical images harbor rich semantics about human anatomy,
thus offering a unique opportunity for deep semantic represen-
tation learning. Yet, harnessing the powerful semantics asso-
ciated with medical images remains largely unexplored [28],
[29]. Furthermore, medical images are often augmented by
clinical notes and reports, making it even more attractive
to learn generic semantic representations jointly from both
images and reports via self-supervision. Minding common
knowledge will prove to be impactful on learning by zero/few
shots, accelerating model training (supervised, self-supervised,
semi-supervised, unsupervised, federated, etc.), creating dense
(normal) anatomical embeddings, characterizing diseases, their
sub-types, and their semblances (false positives), and enhanc-
ing system performance and robustness.

I. Reusing Knowledge in Trained Models

Research and development in deep learning across academia
and industry have resulted in numerous models trained on var-
ious datasets in supervised, self-supervised, semi-supervised,
unsupervised, or federated manners for diverse clinical objec-
tives. These trained models retain a large body of knowledge,
and properly reusing this knowledge could reduce annota-
tion efforts and accelerate training cycles, thereby increasing
annotation efficiency. However, current practice in reusing
knowledge from (existing) pretrained models for new tasks
is very limited. Therefore, advanced methods are needed
for transferring, reusing, and distilling the knowledge [30]
from pretrained models as well as integrating the knowledge
from multiple pretrained models with the same or distinct
architectures.

J. Demonstrating Annotation Efficiency in Practice

Methods and techniques are being developed from various
perspectives to circumvent the annotation dearth in medical

imaging; their value and effectiveness need to be quantitatively
evaluated and benchmarked. This calls for an infrastructure of
massive, strongly annotated datasets in well-defined domains
(e.g., pulmonary embolism [31], [32], colon cancer [33],
[34], and cardiovascular disease [35], [36]), without which
the annotation efficiency of a method cannot be adequately
understood. As a result, we expect large-scale competitions
and challenges to be organized. It would be encouraging
to see more reports that annotation-efficient methods and
practices have been employed in the design and development
of commercial products.

There is no doubt that deep learning has dramatically trans-
formed medical imaging; annotation-efficient deep learning
remains the Holy Grail of medical imaging.
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